Leveling the
Playing Field
Make a Better Lease
How to find, negotiate, and occupy a
commercial lease space that works for
your business.
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Chapter 1
Tenavox Real Estate Team
Better leases for your business: That’s what Tenavox is all about.
But before we get into the why of Tenavox, I’m going to give you a 10-second
download on me as well, so you know what I say is worth listening to.
A wise man once told me, “My opinions are worth the paper they’re printed on—
not much, but trust me, you’ll want to hear them anyway.” I’m going to ask for your
trust in this guide and in our platform and its community. Trust me as an expert in
commercial real estate.
Why? I’ve worn every hat in the business: participated, transacted, owned, leased,
sold, bought, and developed commercial real estate as my daily bread my entire
career.

There’s a reason they call us deal junkies. We love this stuff.
I also love business; specifically, small business. My entire career I worked
tirelessly on behalf of my clients, investors, and coworkers to make commercial
real estate a friendlier and better industry.
The greatest reward in my business is watching a successful transaction help the
people involved. The tenant, the contractors, the title companies, and the friends
and families involved.

Stats
10 years in Commercial
Brokerage, Development, and
Ownership in Texas.
$100 million closed in
transactions.

Formed / Participated in 31 CRE
Partnerships across all sectors.

Cofounder of Tenavox.
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It’s darn satisfying to watch someone’s blood,
sweat, and tears turn from dream to reality.
After watching that in my own business, but being frustrated
with my industry’s general lack of interest in doing the same…
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We decided we had to
come together to solve this
problem.

Here are a few common refrains I hear from our
small business members on their interactions with
commercial leasing agents, brokers, and owners:
From the broker:
“Yea, I know that was the price online, but that’s Triple Net…
What’s that mean? Oh, well, you have to pay expenses on top.”
From the property manager:
“Well, you should have read your lease closer; it’s your
responsibility to fix all of that.”
From the owner:
“Sorry, we won’t be renewing your lease. We have a better
Tenant coming in to take your space. We will need you to
vacate in three months.”

We needed to solve the lack of transparency, solve
the lack of access to relevant data and information,
educate and empower business owners, and give
them a voice.
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With the help of my cofounders of Tenavox (who have a
lot cooler resumes than I do), we’ve built the industry’s
first platform developed for tenants. We’re all about small
businesses; that’s why it’s free, that’s why it’s safe, and that’s
why it exists.

Our goal is simple— small businesses deserve
resources, data, and advocacy to make better lease
decisions.
That’s what we do at Tenavox.
In this guide you will learn everything I have to share on
the commercial lease process. You’ll glean insight from my
experiences as a broker, owner, and tenant.

I promise you that no matter what, if you read this
guide and use it along with our tools and data on
Tenavox, you will make a better lease.
If you don’t? Contact us, and I’ll do my best to help you in your
individual situation or at least point you in the right direction.
We’re not vain enough to think we’re saving the world or
solving the industry at its core, but at its ultimate distillation?
Tenavox is here to level the playing field for tenants. Now, let’s
go make a better lease.
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Chapter 2
Welcome to a Better
Lease Decision
Ahh, it sounds like a dream. “The search for space, my first
lease, a home for my business...” How exciting.

Unfortunately, the reality of the process can be
daunting, excruciating, and downright terrible.
Commercial real estate data has been held behind a pay wall
or broker/owner wall for as long as history in the industry has
been recorded.
Unlike residential real estate, where many fantastic resources
exist for buyers and tenants, in commercial real estate the
industry is purposely vacuous and difficult to navigate. There
are ludicrously complicated defined terms, 10 different ways
to quote rates, tens of thousands of individual brokers, and
millions of lease types, documents, and deals. None of which
have been aggregated, distilled, or interpreted.
If you’ve spent ten minutes searching for space, you know
what I’m talking about.
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Remember, there are 30 million small businesses in
the United States.
As individuals we may feel small. But as a group we are not.
In fact, we occupy over 30 billion square feet. You deserve
great information, resources, tools, and advocacy on your
behalf.
So, why is there more information on the hotel you want to
rent, the restaurant you want to eat, or, hell, the pest control
guy than a decision that costs your $100s of thousands
of dollars and encompasses a major legal, financial, and
corporate commitment? Simple— no one has asked the
industry to do better.

You know there has to be a better way. Welcome to
a better lease decision.

Did you know?
Studies show 97% of consumers’ decisions are
assisted using ratings, reviews and recommendations.

By downloading this book, you’ve made the first step to
making a better lease decision.

•

We’re here to serve the tenant. Whether this is your first
search or tenth renewal, we will make your lease decision and
experience the best it can be.

• 85% of consumers trust online reviews as much as a

Whether you have signed a lease before or are just starting
out, this guide was built to help your business succeed.

personal recommendation.

• 68% of users now leave a review of a local business
when asked to do so.

Source: BrightLocal 2017
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It should be a smooth process; we agree! Unfortunately, in
most instances, it can feel like a root canal! Here are some
common complaints that you may have experienced yourself!

“While searching for space, you find listings with
vacuous quotes and leasing jargon like NNN or FS
or MFSG…”
“Brokers are available for hire, but who are they?
What type of history do they have in representing
tenants of my size, scope, and corporate needs?”
“Why can’t I just find out what it’s like to be a tenant
in that building from other tenants? This journey
shouldn’t be so difficult!”

So, how does Tenavox solve
the problem? Tenavox is
a platform, built from the
ground-up, for the tenant.
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For the first time, get quality feedback from real tenants to
learn what other businesses really think about their buildings.
We use a professional algorithm to predict what you should
be paying for a lease: our exclusive VoxRate, not just what
someone is asking you to pay.

Get access to enterprise-level tools for searching,
filtering, and analyzing buildings, as well as deal
terms to ensure you negotiate your lease with the
best quality information.
Finally, tap into our vast resources for guiding you through
a lease from start to finish. Calculate your space needs,
commute logistics, and more.

With Tenavox, you will find out what it’s really like to
be a tenant in a building before you sign a lease.
This book will not only take you on a deep dive of the
commercial lease process; it will give you the information,
tools, resources, and advocacy to guarantee a better lease
decision.
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The value of data is not in its quantity; it is in its quality and
the subsequent interpretation.

This book will help you find, evaluate, distill,
negotiate, and lease space for your business at an
enterprise-level.
You may not be an expert by the end of this process, but I
promise you will be educated and empowered. Do not settle
for the status quo. What’s the status quo?
On the next page are the “resources” available to you as a
tenant in today’s environment.

The current search landscape
The search for commercial office space is at first an
exciting prospect. A significant step towards growth in your
organization, it marks a need for a real corporate presence for
your clients and customers in a given area.
Commercial real estate is an integral part of the life cycle of
an organization’s growth. It can be a milestone in many cases.

Join the thousands of other business owners
and find the best space for your business.

Join Tenavox today! (It’s FREE)
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Listing sites

Brokerages

“In-betweens”

Effectively a digital sign made for
landlords and brokers; it is usually
costly and when affordable, the
information is often incomplete,
outdated, or just plain irrelevant.

These can be helpful if you find
someone experienced who is willing to
help you. Unfortunately, the sad reality
is that brokers are taught to work on
the biggest deals, leaving the majority
of small businesses out in the cold.

These are usually tech-enabled
brokerages or “deal boards” that ask
you for a whole lot of information, but
give you nothing in return.

These are built to drive you to do one
thing— call the listing broker. Might as
well go to the courthouse with the other
guy’s attorney.

In fact, over 70% of tenants feel
underrepresented in their lease
negotiations and 89% seek access to
better CRE data.

Quotes? What are they quoting?
Now, I am not kidding here, the MSRP of a car quote is better
and more informative than a commercial building’s quote in
today’s environment. Tack on how they basically make up
their ratings and it’s pretty confusing. There are what seems
like 100 ways to quote you a building’s economics and rating,
and everyone seems to think their building is “one of the best”,

of course. Furthermore, you rarely will deal with an owner
directly. Most buildings are “represented” by either a broker
or a property manager (more on these later). Their job is to
represent the fiduciary needs of their client— in this case, a
landlord. We’ll dive deep on the way rates are quoted in the
“Finding Space” section. For now, just know they’re worthless.
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There is no special test for commercial real estate (although
there should be) and technically anyone with a license in
Texas can represent your interests (oops, there’s that word
again).

However, most of the time, you’re not getting the
firm’s broker; you’re really getting a salesperson or,
to be more technical, a licensed agent sponsored by
this firm.
The TREC definitions have no bearing or indication on
whether a broker is suitable to represent you.

Chapter 3
Tenant Brokers
First things first, what is a broker? For example, in Texas,
a broker is loosely defined by the TREC (Texas Real Estate
Commission) as a managing member and sponsor of a real
estate brokerage firm.
This applies to both residential and commercial.

All you really need to know is that broker sponsors a
salesperson, so be clear on the “who” before the “what.”

Click here for more information on brokerage,
salesperson, and licensing requirements state to
state.
In commercial real estate, the licensing process is seen as,
frankly, beneath many of the brokers and agents on that side
of the business. They’re not off-base here. The licensing
commission was formed to regulate residential licensees,
and commercial ones were just added along to round out the
commission’s mandate. The testing, classes, and licensing
process has almost nothing to do with commercial brokerage.
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Now, why am I telling you all about the
industry’s finer workings?
Well, the first one is simple: from now
on, I will use “broker” in a colloquial
sense. It’s a catchall for us that means
broker/agent— really, anyone who is
working in the brokerage business that
can potentially represent you.
The second? We need to make a firm
cut between residential and commercial
brokerages.

Why? Because residential
brokers and agents are almost
all unqualified to represent your
business in your commercial
needs.
While they have wonderful skills,
experiences, and value to bring to a
residential transaction, the simple truth
is this:
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A commercial lease is incredibly
complex; it requires market knowledge,
deal knowledge, domain knowledge,
and experience in negotiating with
the parties of a transaction and the
terminology within that transaction.

I’ll put it this way: “Real Estate”
is a massive industry. The best
brokers and agents specialize
(and there is plenty of room to do
so).

Beware of Jacks of all trades. Brokers
and agents who are doing both
commercial and residential are almost
always spread too thin, as the industry
requires massive time commitments,
and doing too much all at once causes
the client (i.e. you) to be underserved.
The ones doing both are often doing it
for personal financial reasons or goals,
and not because it’s the best use of
theirs or their client’s time.

Make sure you have
a tenant broker.
You’re looking for a “tenant”
representative here, not a “listing”
representative.
It’s confusing because many brokers (in
commercial) do a bit of both, and some
specialize. As long as they’re strictly
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commercial, this is fine. The key is to
find out what their primary business is,
as it speaks to their time commitment
and focus. Are they only representing
you because they really just need a
commission? Or, is this their full-time
profession for many years?
You want a full-time commercial tenant
representative. They exist— I promise.

Ask us at Tenavox. These folks
are working on behalf of tenants
in your very own market.
Start there. Remember, by law (in most
states), the listing representative does
not and cannot represent your interests.
Exclusive listing agreements call for a
transfer of fiduciary responsibility to
the seller/landlord on behalf of these
representatives. So, literally, they work
for the other guy.
Fun fact: if your representative does not
get a written representation agreement
from you, fully executed, they legally do
not represent you.
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By law, they represent the landlord too.
Crazy world, I know. Bottom line? Any
solid tenant representative will ask for
a signed agreement. This is a good
sign; if they don’t want you to sign an
agreement, they don’t really want to
represent you. Move on to those who do
and will.

So, you want to hire a broker to
represent your interests and the
interests of your business.
In some cases, these interests range
from just a simple location-based
choice for a corporate decision maker.
In other cases, these interests mean
the difference between paying yourself
a salary, or your child’s daycare, or
health insurance, or payroll, or one of a
seemingly endless set of scenarios your
business can mean for you.

So, let’s stop calling the decision
simple and start calling it what it
is: a difference-maker.

If you’ve been following along in this
guide so far, you already know how
important your business’s commercial
real estate is to your bottom line.

Hiring a broker is handing them
the keys to your livelihood.
Do not forget that. It may seem easy
early on in your process to just say,
“Ok, whatever”, and let that fresh-faced
residential agent complete a market
study for you...or to just take the words
of the first listing broker you interact
with as gospel.
If that is how you’re feeling, I want
you to stop, take ten minutes, relax,
meditate, shoot a pillow, do something
else because you’re not in the right mind
to make any decision, let alone one this
big. I know the process is frustrating, but
do not give up (or in) to the status quo.

You will find the right space and
negotiate an effective lease. Stick
with me here.
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Interviewing for a broker
Find a commercial broker who has experience in
your market and can ably answer, at minimum,
the following questions:
1. Do you have the experience to represent me and
my business? Ensure they have background in
representing your preferred property type. (Ask for
references and examples.)
2. Give me a rundown on the difference between NNN
and Gross rents? (You will know this now, so make
sure they do.)
3. Do you know what the average tenant improvement
allowance is for my preferred type of property? What
should I expect to spend on time and money to make
a lease here? (A Good agent/broker has the ability and
knowledge to spit this out)
4. Last one, do you have the time and desire to represent
me?
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1-3 are qualifiers. If they can’t answer these questions,
they need to find a new business (or at least a new
prospect).
Number 4 is critical. Commercial brokerage is a strange
beast in the sense that it requires an almost canonical
sense of work ethic and desire to be successful.

Frankly, most successful brokers are trained to
work on the largest deals they can, which is why
we formed Tenavox: to help you understand the
inner workings of the business without a broker.
This does not mean you should not hire a broker. It just
means you should make darn sure the broker is qualified
and interested in representing you.

I’m not kidding when I say over 50% of “licensed”
general brokers and agents are not worth your
time or effort.
There are 30 million small businesses and 310,000
commercial agents. They are focused on the biggest fish
they can find. It’s a performance and commission based
industry— sad, but a true reality.
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So, what can you do to make sure you
find a great broker to represent your
interests?
Well, the first one is simple: get educated.
You’re the business decision-maker here. You have to make the first cut. Know the
terms, know the process, and know what you should pay. Serendipitously, you’re
(hopefully) also a member of Tenavox, so you’re light-years ahead of the average
tenants (and most brokers!). If not, JOIN NOW (it’s free!)

Number 2: ask for recommendations.
Number 2, ask for recommendations. We have a great list of our top brokers in many
markets. This is cultivated by tenant ratings who have been through the very same
process as you. Find the right fit with our recommended broker lists.

Number 3? Perform a cultural interview.
If you’ve handled numbers 1 and 2, you’ve already made technical determinations.
Now, you need a cultural fit. Why, you say? You say you’re hiring a consultant
effectively? Not a team member? Think again. This person will live and breathe your
business for the next 90-180 days (or more). Make damn sure you can get along and,
more importantly, TRUST their opinion. A good broker has references. Call a few and
get a sense of who this person is. Remember, you’re handing over the keys to the
car because you need help driving. Not because you’re a drunk idiot. Make sure they
don’t crash your Ferrari.
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So, to summarize, use
these tips:
1. Get educated on your own
before making a single call.
2. Look for recommendations
using trusted sources.
3. Ask technical questions and
for good references.
4. Make sure they have the
time/desire to work with you.
5. Cultural FIT. Your culture is
your backbone; make sure
they don’t try to break it.
We have more on how these
guys and girls get paid in our
next section.

Follow us:
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The commercial
brokerage
commission
Let’s talk dollars and cents. Actually, just
dollars and common sense. The number
one question I got as a broker after
every presentation was, “So, how do you
get paid?”
Hey, it’s a natural question. Most of a
broker’s repertoire is seen during a pitch
presentation to a potential client.

If you’re getting sold for an hour,
it’s only human to want to know,
“What’s this going to cost me?”
Well, the short answer is, on
paper, nothing. Seriously.
In reality, a poorly informed broker or
agent will cost you a significant amount
of dollars not only in lease deals but in
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overall experience by not ensuring you
have the right options, fairness and
market economics in your lease. How
are they paid? Well, that’s different than
what they cost.

Now, make no mistake: you, the
tenant, are the golden goose of
the transaction.
You’re the rent payer! You’re so
important that the landlord will pay
your representative 67% of the total
commission and only pay their listing
representative (yes, the one who pays all
the marketing costs) 33%!
So now you know: you’re a real piece of
financial chess.
Usually, it goes like this:
• 6% total commission (on total rent
over term) is paid by the landlord.
• 4% goes to the tenant rep.
• 2% to landlord rep.

Let’s say you feel especially empowered
by Tenavox— so empowered that you
want to sign a lease on your own,
without the formal assistance of a
tenant representative. How is that
commission structured?
In this case, the total commission is only
4%! Yes, the landlord saves 2% of the
total rent over the term (big money!) of
the lease, just like that. And how about
that listing representative? Well, lucky
for them, they get 100% of that newly
minted lease commission.

So, doing a direct deal is a
massive incentive for the
ownership group and the listing
representative.
Make sure you get your 2% in the deal
somewhere (free rent, TI, concessions,
parking, etc.) when you go direct. You’re
saving them big bucks by being so
smart and empowered. I bet you feel
powerful now… right?
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OK, ok, so that’s how these folks get paid. What about a
renewal? Renewals are typically smaller commissions: 2-4%,
depending on whether the tenant is represented. Owners
often try to cut the tenant broker out on the renewal. Again,
the same principles apply; get educated, be empowered, and
get your cut one way or the other.

That’s enough about brokers for now. Let’s get back
to your business and talk about some more fun
stuff, like planning, finding, and negotiating a deal
for your space.
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Chapter 4
Plan Before Search
Where to start? Hint: The question mark ;)
With a little background information out of the way, let’s start
getting specific about the process of finding space.
To successfully complete a commercial lease transaction,
we think that every tenant should start with a broad set of
questions.

Get the resources, guidance, and tools you
need to make a better lease.

Join Tenavox today! (It’s FREE)
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Questions, questions,
questions
Here are a few of our favorite questions to get
started on the right path.
1. What is our initial estimate of space, and how many
executives do we have on staff and administration?
2. Do we prefer a more open, modern plan or a traditional
office-intensive build-out? What about growth?
3. How much conference/meeting space do we require?
4. How much do we plan on growing our employee base? Will
this location be a key component of our brand for 5, 7, or
even 10 years?
5. Do we need to identify purchase opportunities instead of
leasing space?
6. Would being situated in a building with our clients benefit
us?

7. How would being close to our company’s vendor resources
impact our spending?
8. Can our group gain efficiencies in our industry or a
branding advantage with this space or building as
compared to others in this market?
9. Is LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certification important for our company’s values and
image?

Follow us:
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With the right guidance and tools, your
corporate space can be leveraged as a
strategic advantage for your business
within your industry.
Your space should not only be a place
where people work; it also needs to be
a flexible, dynamic, and cost-effective
instrument for your organization, both
now and in the future.
With the right help, you can put your
physical space needs on par with your
company’s long-term vision and goals.

Here at Tenavox we have
resources in place to help you
space plan from Day 1.
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Determining the
amount of space
you need

Determining the
type of space you
need

Not sure how much space you need?
Use our innovative space estimator to
estimate your needed square footage.

Commercial buildings come in a variety
of shapes and sizes in all markets
across our great country. There are
many, many types of commercial
buildings, from Office to Industrial, from
Retail to Mixed-use.

You can even use metrics, such
as time and growth expectations,
to see how long a space could
potentially hold you, based on
your plans.
Need even more help, handy with your
drawings? Visit our partners for space
planning resources and get a great idea
of your space needs well before you
execute a lease.
We’ll do a whole lot on space planning,
but let’s talk big picture first. What’s the
deal with commercial buildings?

On the next page is a quick download on
some building types you may see.

Not sure what type of
space you need?
Use our handy FAQ or our
Leasing Guides.
Follow us:
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Office

Retail

Industrial

Can typically be found in single story
low-rises, multi-story mid-rises, multistory high-rises, or professional
business parks.

Located in buildings or centers, which
are built with customers and sales in
mind. Walk-up, glass storefronts are
typical in a retail location, along with
many parking amenities for customers.

Located in commercial space
built around storage, distribution,
manufacturing, or a combination of
these needs.

Office buildings are used for corporate
purposes and have no or very little
distribution or warehousing capabilities.
Corporate tenants rely on these for
employee workspaces and customer
meetings with executives.

Co-tenancy with other retail users in a
building or center is often an important
factor for retail tenants.

Industrial buildings are often large,
single-story buildings with amenities
for dock-high, semi-dock-high, or gradelevel loading capabilities.

Most corporate professional tenants,
medical buildings included, are
considered Office.

Retail buildings have many subtypes,
power-centers, grocery-anchored
centers, strip-centers, etc., none of
which are particularly exciting or
necessary to know if you’re a tenant.
If it’s retail, it houses retail tenants
specifically.

Industrial suites may contain some
portion dedicated to office needs, but
their primary use is typically to serve
the industrial needs of a corporate
tenant.
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Bit of both? Let’s see some multiple
use types within a building.
Flex

Mixed-Use

Flex, in the real estate sense, is really a category of real
estate that combines 2 traditional uses, most commonly
Office/Industrial or Industrial/Office.

Mixed-use is really a different category of real estate,
separate from Flex. In the real estate sense, it’s most
commonly multiple uses within one project. Residential,
Office, and a Retail component, or some combination of the
3. In rare instances, you would see a Retail Industrial asset,
but it’s uncommon.

Here is a good example of what we would consider a Flex
property. Spaces within are office components with an
additional component, usually an industrial back door
(around 12 x 12) and some light areas for delivery or
storage/distribution. These are strictly commercial.
A user who is looking for Office or Industrial would
have interest in any combination of the Flex asset that
contains the 2 components, so should be shown both.

In any sense, these are Mixed-use and can contain
residential components as well: think apartments, etc. The
idea with these projects is to blend all the uses into one
cohesive development. Flex does not contain any residential
components. The kicker for our purposes here is Retail.
A user searching within a mixed-use project is really
searching its components for their need. In these cases,
office users seeking Office, etc. However, we should allow
users who have multiple search needs (Office, Industrial,
etc.) to be shown all assets that could contain that
component.
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The thing to remember about
these is that really the ultimate
type that you’re concerned with is
the tenant type.
A small Flex building could work for
you if you need 50% office and 50%
warehouse, or a lawyer may need space
in a traditional office.
I recommend making broad searches.
When setting your preferences at
Tenavox, we allow you to select all that
apply. However, rarely is a tenant both
Office and Retail.
Think of your primary business space
need (employee space, storage/
distribution or customer sales), and that
should help dictate your type.

For more help check out this
quick guide (Setting Tenant
Preferences).
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Or, just keep on reading. We’ll walk
you through all the steps. Promise.
;)

More building
systems to
consider
Parking is extremely important. Be aware
that parking is typically quoted in a ratio
format, not by spaces. In a typical office
building, 3/1,000 is a common quote,
meaning for every 1,000 square feet (S.F.)
you lease, you are allocated 3 common,
unreserved spaces. Reserved usually is
costly and grants lower ratios, such as
0.5 - 1/1,000 S.F. leased.
Be sure to ask what the parking ratio and
costs are for each building. These vary
widely. Seriously.

In downtown Manhattan you may pay
hundreds of dollars a month for one
space; in Texas you may get 10 spaces
for free. If parking is garage-based, the
maintenance (and potential failure) of
a covered garage can be exorbitant and
ridiculous. Ask for the age and condition
of these systems before signing a lease.
There is really nothing you can do, per
say about how a building is constructed,
but a basic understanding of building
systems and their functions is useful.
If you really want a deep dive, see our
Glossary on building systems.

Scroll to the next page to read the
big ones to know and ask about.
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Major HVAC Systems:
Hot or Cold?
Older buildings need to maintain and
eventually replace these systems, and
it’s a costly endeavor— you will pay your
pro-rata share of as a tenant.
Ask for a “historical expense” summary
from a landlord before you sign a lease
to see what the expenses are averaging,
and look for stabilization. If they’re
consistent, that’s good, but they may
be scheduled to jump up at the first
major system failure (usually HVAC).
Landlords should budget for this, and
so should you, so ask away. If you are
responsible for your own HVAC, we
covered this: get an inspection before
signing a lease.
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Landscaping/Water Systems

LEED/Green

A surprisingly big part of a building’s
expenses are dedicated to landscaping
and water costs.
Make sure your lease outlines how
those expenses are allocated and that it
is fairly done.

LEED refers to a building that is
designated with a certain level of
environmental responsibility in mind.
Developers literally pay for these
designations with the hope of attracting
green-minded corporate tenancy (at
higher rates, of course).

In an industrial or retail situation water
is separately metered specifically for
that reason: some tenants use a heck of
a lot more than others.

The ratings range from Bronze to
Platinum and can include many
environmentally friendly amenities and
systems. These are good and helpful.

Go to LEED | U.S. Green Building
Council for more information on
these.
Follow us:
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A Word on Location: You’ll find entire essays written (maybe
even by me!) on how to select locations for your business.
For office and industrial tenants, I would encourage you to
think about location in the frame of how it represents your
business, your culture, and your vision.

science of retail location choice at Tenavox.

In addition, try to think of how this will impact your
employees. Is this a location that’s accessible to your primary
employee group, the majority of clients? Convenience matters
for people. Traffic and parking have a big role to play in that.

What about executive suites
or co-op spaces?

If you need distribution or warehousing capabilities, this
further exacerbates the decision. It’s the reason we’re so
adamant about planning.

Executive suites offer tenants an all-inclusive,
usually short-term, option to lease space.

For more on this line of thinking visit us.

Talk to your customers and clients, but start with your team.
I encourage you to run a zip code study of your team, find
out where they live, match that against available locations,
and run a little survey internally. Recruiting and hiring are
important tenets of a successful organization, Richard
Branson tells us to “focus on your people, not your clients, for
if you take care of your employees they will take care of your
clients.” It’s sage advice.

They operate primarily as a sub-landlord, meaning they lease
an entire floor of an office building and provide tenants with
the ability to lease small (even one office) spaces on a more
flexible basis.

On the retail side, your location is a literal extension and
offering of what you do. It’s the place where customers
interact and spend their hard-earned dollars. We have an
enormous amount of metrics, data and best practices on the

These spaces are usually quoted as a monthly rate, not on
a PSF basis. This is because on a PSF basis you would be
paying about 2-3 x the market rate.

Some services like Regus or WeWork even provide you with
mail, copy, internet, phone, and reception services for when
you’re starting out.
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Since traditional landlords do not offer these types of
arrangements, executive suites are a great option for new
businesses or expanding organizations in a given market who
are unsure of how long they need space or how much space
they will potentially need. This gives them flexibility without
the commitment of a long-term lease arrangement.
Make no mistake, however: divide your rate by the size of the
office and you will see the payment is far above a traditional
quoted lease rate.

However, it’s often a fair trade, considering the
flexibility of size and term not offered by traditional
landlords.
Just make sure you understand the costs up front, and it can
be an amicable arrangement on a short term basis.
Tenavox does not rate these executive suites individually,
but our building ratings do apply. Our VoxRate would not be
applicable, due to the extremely short term and small size
of arrangements (sometimes, just a desk), so they are not
comparable to a traditional tenant. Our VoxRates apply to
tenant sizes 500 SF and up.
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Still have questions?
We have tons of helpful resources, tools, and
guides on our website. The best part? It’s
FREE.
Start by checking out our FAQ.

Follow us:
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For this exercise, we’ll borrow from a decision-making
framework (implemented by consultants, resources, and
psychology professionals, among many others) to help
us really break down, identify, and make the best decision
possible for your business.

The framework is called “polarity management.”
Before you start groaning from fear of consultant-speak, know
that it is a useful process that you can apply to many aspects
of your business. Here at Tenavox we apply it to many critical
product development and organizational decisions to get
things into a digestible format. The goal is to take a complex
“either/or” problem and transform it from a complicated issue
into a simple one, without being overly simplistic.

Renting vs. Buying

If done right, you’ll come up with a right decision for your
business.

Should your business rent property on a long-term basis or
consider purchasing an asset for your company that can grow
in value (or not) over time? It’s an age-old question, and one
we see in residential decision-making as well.

What polarity management allows for is a problem or
questions that is ongoing, as opposed to finite. Your business
is likely to always have an occupancy question (even after
a decision is made), and traditional problem-solving fails to
address these continuing needs.

On the commercial side, the numbers are far bigger, making
commitments that much longer and liabilities that much
greater. So, let’s run down the pros and cons of this quandary.

Polarity management allows for management on an ongoing
basis. Neat, huh?
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If you’re interested in the theory
and more practice with polarity
management, check out bertparlee.com
for a great resource.

1. Well, our first step is to define
what the greater purpose is of our
problem.
In this case, I’ll take a stab at the goal.
Something along the lines of, “To
find and occupy a quality long-term
commercial space for my business.”
Sound ok? Good. No? Use your own
greater purpose statement that works
for your goals, and remember it’s about
your ultimate goal with your commercial
space for our problem at hand. With this
purpose statement/goal identified, we
can start working the problem itself.

2. Next, I find it useful to start
identifying the greatest negative
outcome of this decision.
Something along the lines of, “Our
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organization is left occupying a space
that does not work, economically or
functionally.”
Basically, the fear statement is that
with a wrong decision you either are
left at an economic disadvantage by
over-spending or over-leveraging, or
perhaps your functional space prevents
growth, hiring, or somehow impedes the
business from doing what it needs to do
for long-term success.
It’s strange to think of physical space at
this level, but the problem is complex. I
promise this will help.

3. Now we can identify our two
polarities: left pole and right pole.
In this case, renting/leasing vs.
purchasing/owning a commercial space.
Now, the renting vs owning problem
has a virtual Alice in Wonderland hole
of factors that can amplify or hurt
the decision-making process. Some

examples include loans, lease terms,
security deposits, lines of credit, cash
down, growth dynamics, location needs,
timing, costs up front, long-term per
employee costs, flexibility, and many
more.
So, what I would suggest is starting with
the upsides and downsides identified
here as a starting point. This visual tool
is free, and you can play with it at your
convenience to make it suit your specific
needs. For now, I’ll use it in a general
way to get us started.
So, left pole is identified as renting/
leasing commercial space, and right
pole is purchasing/owning.
On the next page, let’s identify some
critical upside values to both options, as
well as some downsides.
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Leasing vs. Owning: Polarities
Leasing an asset: Left Pole
•
•
•
•

Provides flexibility in expansion/contraction through
limited term.
Lower costs up-front.
More choices to find locations that fit needs.
Significantly less financial and operational
commitment.

Purchasing an asset: Right Pole
•
•
•
•

Upsides

Upsides
Downsides

•
•
•
•

Appreciating asset (ideally) for the business that can
be leveraged.
Branding of the location is yours.
Potential to create income from leasing to other users.
Consistency for employees and executives in location.

Financial output is a never recovered (money out, no
gain).
Can be forced to move or vacate without recourse.
Negotiations ongoing, power held by ownership.
Costs for building out space can be significant.

Downsides
•
•
•
•
•

Space dynamics locked in from an expansion/
contraction standpoint.
Significant initial financial output in cash.
Serious liabilities from potential lender/ownership
standpoint.
Risk of financial failure if asset experiences issues
with quality or leasing.
Management and ownership creates additional
responsibility beyond running the business.
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Leasing vs. Owning: Strategies
Awesome, now let’s get specific on the action steps for each
pole’s upside. Here, we define what we gain and measure
results from a focus on each pole.

Strategy of Leasing: Actions
1. Identify top 5 potential locations with our size needs,
budget, and location preferences.
2. Negotiate a deal with market (or better) economic terms
with term, timing, effective rent, concessions, and all
costs clearly defined before signing a lease. Letter of
Intent.
3. Explore options in the space for expansion/contraction
with a focus on “what if” scenarios for growth or negative
issues during the term.
4. Work with qualified CRE attorney to ensure the lease
document is reflective of these negotiations from
a business standpoint and all risks/legal points are
understood.
5. Occupancy, commencement, and ultimate management of
the lease space is handled professionally, and sources for
recourse and accountability are known by your business
to ensure a quality lease experience.

(Just so you know, Tenavox.com can help you do everything
we just identified on the left pole, leasing commercial space.
Check it out!

Strategy of Purchasing: Actions
1. Clearly define location needs by focusing on employee
commutes/access times, operational concerns, financial
commitments and size/space dynamics.
2. Consider purchasing more space than your business
currently needs for both growth and potential income
from leasing.
3. Go and identify top 5 potential buildings/centers that
fit within your newly defined scope. Estimate costs of
purchase, construction, timing and potential lending/
financial liability requirements up front using commercial
real estate pro forma for the purchase.
4. Use pro forma calculations to quantify value of your
lease as a renter (not an owner) in order to see what your
business’s potential value to the building is as a whole.
5. Wear the landlord hat! Not the business owner hat.
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These action steps above are important, specifically in
ownership, so I want to interject here.

Use a pro forma like this one in order to make an accurate,
developer-style assessment of the purchase.

Purchasing and owning an asset must be looked
at in 2 ways: the space dynamics of the business
first, and then the economic potential as a landlord
second.

If you want to be a landlord (even if you buy a single-tenant
asset that just fits you), it’s critical to think like one. Landlords
make a calculation of the costs of doing a deal (even your
own) like a commercial real estate professional.
Be careful not to let the needs of the business cloud your
financial judgment. It should be a fit for the company and a
financial fit as the ownership entity. It’s what banks, investors,
and, ultimately, you should expect to see.
Here’s how a bank and landlord look at this: profits and losses
and spreadsheets!

Boring and confusing stuff. So, we made a
digestible one for us tenants to play with. Enjoy!
Pro-forma Worksheet
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Leasing vs. Owning: Warning Signs
Ok, so with the action steps identified, we know how to get to
our positives. It’s time to break it down on the other side.
Let’s get specific and start breaking down some warning
signs and potential red flags early on for these poles. Note:
these should be things you can literally measure or count. Be
specific.
Here is a visual example of the exercise I performed:

Red flags: Left Pole (Renting)
•
•
•
•

Your initial costs seem to be getting higher than expected.
There are not options/available areas to expand or
contract to suit your business over time.
The lease term/commitment seems too long for comfort.
You do not have an accurate idea of what the landlord/
management is like. Concerns with quality of building/
solving issues.

Red flags: Right Pole (Owning)
1. The financial terms for the purchase are scary/too much
to bear.
2. Lender requirements are onerous and seem too risky.
3. Your employees are concerned about the commute to the
long-term location choice.
4. You do not feel comfortable renting to others or
managing the asset.
5. You think you will outgrow this space in under 5-7 years.
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So, now we charted the problem and I can start giving you the
skinny and my opinion as a long-term CRE broker, owner, and
developer. Take these with a grain of salt and do what’s best
for you.

On the leasing side, oftentimes the sacrifice comes
down to paying more now for increased flexibility
and better locations.

If you have questions, feel free to reach out, and we
at Tenavox are happy to help answer your questions
as best we can. We’re all about small business and
commercial real estate.

If this suits your plans, then leasing may work. Try not to be
too concerned with the idea that rent doesn’t appreciate; it’s
just a cost. So what, it’s a cost of doing business. Frankly, you
can sublease your space or assign it if you outgrow or shrink
and receive far less liability than if you make a mistake in
ownership.

With this built, we can really break the problem down into
digestible and actionable pieces. We now have goals, fears,
actions, and warnings that can help us predict what the right
decision is.
Now it is up to you! If you are concerned about long-term
growth, initial financial commitment, or your employees’
reaction to moving to a building you own that may be outside
of a CBD or centrally located, then factor this into your
decision.
Use surveymonkey.com to effectively manage these
expectations and survey the employee base to make sure!

For those who are early on in a businesses cycle, I usually
recommend leasing for 3-5 years to get a sense of your
traction and growth, and then if a purchase makes sense,
factor in 24 months to make the decision, find the location,
and build/buy/improve the asset you think is best.

One quick note on location: This is geared towards
small business owners.
If you have enough money to purchase a $100MM building
in downtown CBD somewhere, then you likely have a full real
estate team anyway. This article is built for the 30 million
small businesses that don’t and want to level the playing field.
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Purchasing an asset that is considered “affordable” (less
than $3MM) for a normal business is a challenge— it usually
means tertiary locations to the central business districts of
an area. Why? Simple: the land costs and constructions costs
dictate building massive assets that can be leased long term
to big tenants. It’s risk/reward and focus as a real estate
developer.

Put simply, these developers’ business is to make
money leasing space, so they want to biggest
possible buildings with the most space to lease.
that is not your business. Keep this in mind ;)
Leasing is generally the better decision for newer/smaller
businesses. That’s my humble opinion, but one I believe to be
true. It provides you with flexibility.
Follow us:
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What about office condos?
These are sort of a mixed bag. They cost far less than typical
ownership (which can be millions of dollars) for the smaller
footprint your business may need.

However, know this: office condominiums should be
treated like any other purchase.
Ask yourself, “Is this a GOOD real estate decision?” Yes, it
may fit your business, and the idea of appreciating assets is
attractive.
But with a condo it may not be true. There are always newer
condos being built, and if you have dynamic needs, the exit
strategy can be tough. You may lose money on the purchase.

Be careful here and think about your ultimate
financial goal.
If it’s to make money as a business, then do what the
business needs first: location, budget, and size. Make the real
estate purchase the next step if that’s the route you take. Not
the other way around.
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Subleases
A sublease is a subordinate lease document where the
tenant becomes a “sub-landlord” who actually leases their
space to a “sub-tenant.” This is a rabbit hole; I’ve had deals
where my client was a sub-sub-sub tenant. It happens when
corporations split, sell, or for any other legal reasons.
The simple way to look at it is this: Any deal you do will be
at your cost to sublease. You’re just like the landlord. So,
you pay any marketing costs to lease your space, broker
commissions, and any improvements on the space your
potential sub-tenant may need.
Sometimes you have a short enough term left that the Master
Landlord (cool name) gets the value of any years beyond your
actual lease term (think: you have one year left in your master
lease, but sub-tenant is willing to sign a 5-year lease). In this
case, your master landlord may kick in for those 4 years of
value. May.
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Here are a few things to remember on a sublease:
1. All costs are your costs. The landlord is not going to help
you release your own space. In their mind, they have a
lease and you’re paying the rent, and your documentation
will reflect that.
2. There is usually a review fee charged by the landlord to
assess the viability of the sub-tenant. The final decision
and approval lies with the master landlord. Yes, they can
charge you a fee for review and then say no. That’s how
it goes: it’s their building and they assess credit on their
own. Look for terms like, “not to be unreasonably withheld”
to save you some trouble. (Again, not a lawyer, but a good
one helps!)
3. The process can be excruciating and slow. Landlords are
not motivated to help you do your sublease. If you do
manage to get a deal in excess of what you’re currently
paying, don’t expect to make any money. Landlords build
“profits” clauses into leases to allow them to collect the
difference between your rate and any sublease rate, so
your good deal doesn’t get passed along. Be aware of this
and market and lease your space for what you’re paying,
and just skip the hassle.
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So, to summarize: yes, you can sublease.
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•

While the rate may be at a good discount (or may not),
you will likely receive FAR less in way of concessions
related to improvements. Your best bet here is play on the
desperation of the sub-landlord and ask for free rent, since
they are really bleeding daily, paying for space they don’t
need. Rate will be less negotiable.

•

Since sub-landlords have limited funds for the deal, going
direct can be a bonus for both parties. You could save
each other 4% each in commissions for a short term
sublease (could be as high as 8% total in some cases!)

•

Remember to use an attorney, and know 1 thing: while
your sublease document may be short, you are accepting
EVERY term in the master lease that your sub-landlord
executed. This will be non-negotiable. So, make darn sure
you read it and have an attorney explain it fully.

•

If you need additional term than the sub-landlord can
offer, get the master landlord involved early; it can help the
deal and potentially provide you with additional value or
concessions related to improvements. Your best bet here
is play on the desperation of the sub-landlord and ask for
free rent, since they are really bleeding daily, paying for
space they don’t need. Rate will be less negotiable.

But, you have to pay all the costs of marketing, leasing,
commissions, improvements, landlord review fees, legal fees,
time lost, and you cannot make money on it, and the landlord
can say no. Cool.
Your best bet here is to plan the best as you can on the front
end, since subleases are so difficult to get done.
Now, as a tenant (which we’re all about), subleases can be
a real positive. Since you have a window into the thinking of
landlords and the difficulties of being a sub-landlord, however,
be aware of a few key things:

Now, as a tenant (which we’re all about), subleases
can be a real positive.
Now that you have a window into the thinking of landlords
and the difficulties of being a sub-landlord, be aware of a few
key things:
•

Sub-landlords are, by nature, not experienced. They do not
solve problems and fix things. Your master landlord will in
charge of such necessities. Be clear on this.

Since sub-landlords have limited funds for the deal, going
direct can be a bonus for both parties. You could save each
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other 4% each in commissions for a short term sublease
(could be as high as 8% total in some cases!)
Remember to use an attorney, and know 1 thing: while your
sublease document may be short, you are accepting every
term in the master lease that your sub-landlord executed.
This will be non-negotiable. So, make darn sure you read it
and have an attorney explain it fully.
If you need additional term than the sub-landlord can offer,
get the master landlord involved early; it can help the deal and
potentially provide you with additional value or concessions.

Ultimately, you should want a direct lease.
You have considerable more control in a direct lease and
rights. As the sub-landlord/sub-tenant, the relationship
dictates that you are at the mercy of the master landlord.
They may not take too kindly to your relationship and move to
lease the space out from under you, may not renew, or many
other little tricks they have to suit their needs.
A direct lease is always better long-term.
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So, this brings us to the idea of “assignments”.
Assignments that you actually want. Assigning a lease is
much different than a sublease. In a sublease, the master
landlord actually has 2 (or more) folks on the hook for rent
payment: the tenant (sub-landlord) and the sub-tenant. So,
landlords tend to favor this scenario to an assignment.

In an assignment situation, the master lease that
a current tenant has executed and agreed to is
literally assigned to a new third party.
This can be done at arm’s length for corporate entity needs,
as well. And, the original tenant (lessee) is relieved of their
obligations. The new assignee takes over the terms (usually
as-is), and the lease continues on as if nothing has changed.
For obvious reasons, landlords prefer to have multiple credit
and recourse routes if something goes wrong, so subleases
are preferred. However, in some cases, the potential
sub-tenant is stronger and the landlord would prefer an
assignment. You will still pay for a review fee, but it’s the best
deal for a tenant. You’re relieved of rent obligations and can
walk the earth as a free business (smell that fresh air?).
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Questions to ask yourself before searching:
1. What is my ideal space? Open or traditional?
2. How long of a commitment can I sign to plan for
growth?
3. What is my current employee count?
4. How do I estimate the amount of space I need?
5. What if I need retail space?
6. Where are my key execs/employees locations?
7. What is it really like to be a tenant in that building?
8. What are other tenants paying for space similar to
mine?
9. What is my breakdown of employees, execs, etc.?

Chapter 5
What They Show You About
the Building
Well, the simple truth is most “listings” you see (online or
otherwise) for commercial buildings in your area are just a
glorified sales pitch or a digital sign.
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So, what about those other sites?
They’re interested in showing you a
couple of pretty pictures, some basic
marketing info on the building (like Class
A amenities), and, of course, a phone
number to call. None of this, however,
gives you any information on what it’s
like to be a tenant there or what deals
are actually getting done with landlords.
The professional way to define a
building is using the “metropolitan
building definitions” brought to you
by BOMA, the building owners and
management association.

Class A
Most prestigious buildings competing
for premier office users with rents above
average for the area. Buildings have high
quality standard finishes, state of the art
systems, exceptional accessibility and a
definite market presence.

Class B
Buildings competing for a wide range
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of users with rents in the average range
for the area. Building finishes are fair
to good for the area and systems are
adequate, but the building does not
compete with Class A at the same price.

worry, we’ll explain that soon), landlord
engagement/responsiveness, market
conditions, and much more to give
you a patented, easy, digestible way of
comparing assets, score by score.

Class C

We do the same thing with rates. A
quoted rate is, frankly, worthless.

Buildings competing for tenants
requiring functional space at rents below
the average for the area.

Here at Tenavox, we go for
definitions that make actual sense
to real businesses. Imagine that!
So, we came up with our own
proprietary ratings system.
This takes into account the very
professional standards of BOMA and
adds in a dash (a lot) of realism and
relevancy to the process.
We include tenant experience, actual
rent metrics from real tenants, parking,
amenities, LEED certifications (don’t

Here at Tenavox, we give you our
best estimate of where deals are
actually being done in a particular
building, so you can use this as
leverage in your negotiations.
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landlords know, but won’t tell you, and property managers run
and hide if you ask.

Luckily, we’ve solved that problem. With Tenavox,
you know what a building is really like before you
sign a lease.

But what is it really like in that
building?

Use our VoxRating, VoxRates,
and our exclusive reviews to
educate yourself and make
the best decision possible.
VoxRating

So, how do you know what a building is like, or whether
a landlord treats their tenants well? How about deal
comparables? What should you pay?

VoxRating is a modern way of rating commercial buildings,
by type, in any market in the cities (metros) we cover. It
compares apples to apples.

These questions have gone unanswered in almost every lease
signed in the commercial leasing industry. Brokers don’t know,

With our rating info, you can know how a building measures
up to its competitors. A landlord’s and their representatives’
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engagement, responsiveness to tenants, and commitment
to quality all go into the VoxRating (along with 20-30
other factors) to give you a really digestible and relevant
comparison.
No more “Class A” nonsense. Just the facts.

VoxRates
VoxRates take a multitude of factors and parameters to
predict what you should pay for a lease on a gross basis,
PSF/YR. The reason for this is simple: it’s a better prediction
of tenant lease dynamics than anything else that exists in the
industry.
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Reviews
Reviews are 100% moderated and 100% anonymous. You
can be sure no review will make it to your eyes without one
of our professionals approving it and verifying the tenant’s
information.
We back our review data 100% and believe in our members’
voices.
When landlords and representatives respond, the same
process occurs— moderation and verification.
We’re interested in solving problems here at Tenavox, and that
starts with 2-way, professional communication.

It learns, too. The more data you and I feed it, the better it
gets (it’s already pretty darn good).
If your deal isn’t falling into our VoxRate range, it could mean
a couple of things: most likely, the building has not been
claimed or updated effectively by the representative (click
here to let us know, and we’ll update it), or your specific deal
could be better or worse than the market average for that
building.
Use our other tools, Lease Analysis and Building Comparison,
for starters to make sure your deal is fair.

Need a specific building reviewed
that we don’t have yet?
Click here to request it, and we’ll caboodle it
for you!

L eve l i n g th e p l ay i n g fi el d.
M a k i n g a B etter Lea se.
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How do I know what to pay?
Knowing what to pay for a commercial lease is like a holy grail
for a tenant. That may seem a bit extreme. But take it from
me: over a decade in the business, wearing the hats of broker,
agent, developer, owner, landlord, and now tenant, I promise
you, it’s seriously impossible to know 100% if you’re paying
what you should be.

But, I additionally promise you I will get you to
99.9%.
That last 0.1%? You’re going to have to make the leap of faith.
Just like Indiana Jones does.
So, what does our wooden chalice look like? Well, it’s a
combination of factors.

of tenants shooting blindly into the dark and hoping to hit the
monster before it ate them. Sad.

Every deal, and I mean every deal, has different components.
There is no such thing as real time data.

However, walk with us into the light, and we will tell
you what you need to make that decision!

Averages are not particularly helpful and metro/market data is
a guiding light, but that’s it.
The pre-Tenavox era of tenant lease negotiations consisted
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There a few essential
components to knowing
what you should pay:
1. What are the quoted rates for
the building? (Anyone knows
this.)
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The first one is easy.
Even the worthless listing sites on the
internet can give you the quoted rates
(in most cases).

2. What are the relevant deals
within that building I can
compare my potential lease
to? (Comparables)

Unfortunately, what they won’t do is
give you the full picture. You need the
gross quoted rate. If a lease is quoted
to you in NNN, NET, or BASE rent-only
fashion, it’s just that— only a portion of
the total.

3. What are the current market
conditions like? (Tenant vs.
landlord favorability)

Rule of thumb in Texas is 2/3 of
a gross is base rent, but it’s really
individual, building by building.
Market OPEX can make up a lot of
this (similar building, similar age,
similar expenses), but each building is
managed and operated on its own, so
ask what the gross rate is.
Tenant comparables are recent leases
signed within the same building. Our
reviews have this information for you.

Lastly, market conditions (our market
favorability index) will give you a sense
of how hard or easy your negotiations
are going to be.
So, you could collect all this information
yourself and spend months banging your
head against the wall.

Or, you can save yourself the
trouble and use the Tenavox
VoxRate.
The VoxRate takes into account all 3 of
those essential components to give you
a blended range of where the average
tenant of your type can expect to strike a
lease in year 1.

Even better, it’s a predictor of
effective rate.
Effective rate is your gross total rental
obligations (annually), minus the value
of any concessions. It’s how landlords
estimate the value of a deal (net present
value), and you should use the same
system.
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Our Lease Analysis tool will take all of
your terms for a potential lease and
pump this number out when you want to
get granular.

For now, at first cut, you need to
know what a good deal is and
isn’t. The VoxRate does just that.
We take quoted rates, quality ratings,
tenant ratings, comparable lease data,
and market conditions, and blend them
into an effective rent range.
Basically, if your deal is falling into this
range, it’s within the margin of what is
acceptable.
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deal is different, and the VoxRate is a
guiding light, but not the end-all-be-all.
Credit, timing, and your individual needs
play a huge role on your ultimate strike
rate.
VoxRate is a prediction of what you
should pay, so use it to get a sense of
what’s affordable and fair, and then use
our lease negotiation tools to make
sure your individual effective rate is the
lowest you can possibly get.

If it’s outside of this range, ask
yourself why.

Want to find out
your true effective
rate?

Are you receiving a ton of free rent? Is
the building 99% leased?

Try our Lease Analysis
tool now. (It’s free!)

In certain conditions the VoxRate can
only take you so far. Remember, every

Know your effective
rent

So, how do you decide what the best
deal is? The number that defines your
true lease costs: effective rent.

Quick calculation:
Effective rate is Annual Gross rent minus
concessions valued over the term/PSF.
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Quick calculation:
I have a 2,000 S.F. Lease, and my gross
rent obligations are $50,000 per year. I’m
receiving $10,000 in concessions (free
rent and allowances).
My effective rate in year 1 is $20/PSF/
YR Gross (even though my face rate is
$25/PSF/YR Gross)
Effective rate allows you to distill things.
But still, math sucks.

Wouldn’t it be handy if we have
a little tool that did that for you?
Well, it’s Tenavox, so you know we
do ;)
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Calculating what
you need within
your budget
Start with the space estimator. You need
to know how many SF you need before
worrying about rate or costs. Square
footage is a much more indicative
measure than rate on your bottom line.

Check out our Lease Analysis
tool, and find out what your true
effective rate is.
What the Lease Analysis tool does best
is take all these individual letters of
intent and interpret the data to output
a clean, digestible deal number you can
use to make accurate comparisons. With
the effective rate in hand, you can lay
out what you really are paying and make
a better decision.

It takes into account industry averages
based on type, market conditions,
VoxRates, and your business industry,
and it outputs what portion you should
be dedicating to rent.
It also allows you to “score” potential
lease deals. Think of it as effective rate
on steroids. It’s a digestible, single point
of assessment.
Our Lease Analysis tool can also tell you
what your per employee costs will be.
Using your industry type and business,
we can tell you not only what portion of
your expenses to dedicate to rent, but
how many sales you need to make on
a monthly basis to make the numbers
work.
Cool, huh? And you thought the office
guys got all the cool toys.
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How rates are
quoted

We will give you the information to
negotiate the best possible terms and to
fight back against the dreaded “quoted”
list of terms.

So, we already established why quoting
rates is effectively marketing for a
landlord and not a useful tool for a
tenant.

Since you’re using Tenavox, you
have the power to know what a
deal should really be made for
within a particular building using
the information and tools we
provide you with!
That being said, you’re still going
to get quoted when you select a
particular building, and each building
representative will handle this
individually, usually with a proposal or a
“letter of intent”.
These outline the business terms of a
lease before the signing of a document.

Here is what to look for when you do
get quoted, and an explanation of what
those terms mean.

They are useful in negotiating the
business terms, rent, size, timing, etc.
before the binding document that a
lease contract encompasses.

We cannot stress this enough:
every deal is unique.
There is no one-size-fits-all in
commercial real estate. Every lease is
negotiated individually and ultimately
factors in concessions, credit, timing
of occupancy, term, size, types of lease
structure, time in business, along with
many other considerations.

The way rates are quoted vary
building to building, submarket to
submarket, nationally.
Seriously. There are over 10.4 bilion SF
of office space in buildings in 93 major
markets.
There is no universal standard that is allencompassing. The reason is simple.

Every landlord has the freedom to
quote a rate/lease structure they
think is best for their asset, and
that’s fine by us.
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That being said, here are the most
common lease quotes and structures.
Important: not only is every building
different; every lease is different. Read
your letters of intent and leases carefully
for the way your potential landlord
defines these items and bills them.
It’s incredibly important, and we will
cover responsibilities and attorney
review of a lease, as well. Hint: We
recommend this strongly!
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Full Service
This is the standard for a traditional
office building. Full service gross
generally means that you are quoted
a single rate on a per square foot
basis (either monthly or annually) for
your rent.
The rate should include ALL
expenses and base rent calculations,
from taxes and insurance to
janitorial services, electricity,
landscaping, management fees,
administration, security, capital
repair allowances, utilities,
improvements and much more.
The landlord pays all of these
expenses annually and then bills the
tenant as part of that quoted rate.
Note that this can change from year
to year.
We have a full glossary if you have a
specific question. But in short, Full
Service should mean all rent and
expenses quoted into 1 number.

Of course, that’s not the end of it.
There are things landlords should not
be charging you for (another reason
we recommend attorneys review every
lease).
Some examples include leasing
commissions, tax preparation fees,
partnership fee related to ownership
of the building, depreciation of the
building, special tenant-specific (not
you) needs, and more.
These definitions are a great resource,
though we cannot stress enough:
every lease has its own language, and
there are many ways that leases can
be broken out and maintained. The
responsibilities and differences can
cost you thousands of dollars over the
term.
Hire a broker to show you what
responsibilities in your potential lease
are commensurate with the market and
hire an attorney to make sure the lease
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reflects it. This is covered extensively
later, but it needs to be said more than
once: HIRE a tenant representation
broker and HIRE an attorney to review
your lease.

NET
In this lease structure, the rate is quoted
in a set of 2 terms: base rent and
operating expenses (per square foot,
usually). This is done to specifically
show the landlord is not going to pay or
be responsible for certain items.
The structure breaks out who is
responsible for what operating costs.
In this scenario, the breakout allows
landlords to separate certain items that
would normally be included in a Full
Service Lease. In this case, base rents
and operating expenses are separated
for transparency to tenants and ease of
accounting.
It is somewhat standard in a NET lease
to not include utilities or janitorial
services.
This structure is also very common in
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business parks where the tenant has
direct control of their own space’s major
HVAC and plumbing/electrical systems.
If it’s not shared in your OPEX, it doesn’t
mean it’s free; you just pay the provider
directly for utilities.
There are some responsibility
differences in this lease, and often a
NET lease is seen in properties without
common HVAC, elevators, or major
systems shared by other tenants. You
may have your own bathroom or AC unit
dedicated to your space.
This is normal, but make sure you have
a thorough understanding of who is
responsible for what.
More on this below. Read the lease!

NNN
Yet another way to quote leases.
Typically seen in newer buildings (in
really big projects too), the rent is
broken out from operating expenses like
a NET lease, but additionally the tenant
is responsible for an increased degree
of operational costs than a NET lease.
The premise is simple in NNN: there
is base rent, and then everything else
that the tenant must pay for. It’s a lease
structure which places the total onus
upon the tenant. For obvious reasons,
this is becoming more and more
popular with landlords.
It’s incredibly important to have brokers
and attorneys parse the expense
and operations sections so you are
protected against out of control passthroughs that are not market standard.
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So, what do expenses to
include/not include?

amount in the form of a bill.

Expenses billed on the “base year”:

Your best bet is to set you base year as far in advance as you
can negotiate: if you sign a lease in September, try to get next
year’s base year to avoid any surprises.

Gross
This is seen in a full service lease in most cases, so why don’t
they call it full service expenses? For the same reason no one
knows if aliens exist: people do what they want, unfortunately.
However, every structure that doesn’t say it includes
everything is breaking something out. This isn’t a bad thing,
but it needs to be accounted for in your operating expenses,
specifically.
Leases allow landlords to collect everything related to the
operations of a building (within reason) on a pro-rata share,
and expenses can change year to year. To cover this, a
landlord will typically set your operating expenses on what is
called a “base year”— usually the first year of your lease.
Now, the catch is that the lease usually allows the landlord
to reassess expenses annually; if this number increases (say
your base year is $10.00 PSF/YR and expenses go to $10.25
PSF/YR), the landlord will send you a reconciliation for this

You have the right to audit your landlord if you feel this is not
correct, but this is time consuming and difficult.

Typically, taxes are the only thing that moves the needle
annually (everyone hates these). But if the building sells, a
new management company comes in, and your fee doubles,
that doesn’t sit well with us.
Have your broker get you a controllable expense cap! This
handy little tool allows you to keep controllable items (defined
in the lease) from jumping up over 3, or 5% per annum, just
in case Joe’s brother who owns the building and is down
on his luck needs to supplement his income with “property
management” fees.
Keep a close eye on this, but your broker and attorney will
review this highly as well if they’re worth their own fees.

NET/NNN
NET expenses are like Gross expenses, except they typically
come with line items related to each charge for expenses.
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You’re paying expenses in a lease, no
matter the structure.

After you make these inquiries, you’ll
receive all sorts of great information.
Space plans, (existing) brochures, and
you can schedule a time to see the
spaces you’re most interested in!

A NNN or NET lease will just break these
out from the beginning, as opposed to a
gross lease, which some say hides them
in a total number.
The idea in this lease structure is to
say who is responsible for paying for
what. There may be an increased onus
of pass-through and responsibilities to
tenants in a NNN structure. Read your
lease!
Debt service should never be paid for by
the tenant!

See the spaces you
like.

Speaking of seeing spaces, here
are a few tips on how to ensure
you have an effective space tour:
After your search for space, when you
have narrowed down many to few,
you will be prompted to start making
inquiries and receiving offers.

On Tenavox, making inquiries
is super simple. Here are the 3
steps:
1. Set preferences.
2. See best matches for your business
and save your favorites.
3. Click 1 button to make an inquiry on
all your favorites.

1. Using Tenavox (because you’re a
smart and empowered tenant), you
can literally schedule your time and
link it to your calendars. Make space
touring a full-day thing if you can, and
see them all in a day.
2. Bring key employees and executives.
Their input now can save you
headaches later when you’re whittling
down options.
3. Tour smart, not hard.
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Ask these questions on every tour:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What changes are necessary?
Common areas?
Utilities?
Adjacent spaces and potential expansion
opportunities.
How is the parking situation? Reserved?
Find out who manages the building. Are they on-site?
Co-tenancy is important, so check the directory!
Who handles any issues or problems with the space or
building?
Who is responsible for upkeep and maintenance of
major systems?
Is there anything that’s not included in the annual
expenses?
Signage! Where is it, and who can use the panels?

The landlord’s broker or representative will meet you on
these tours. They are selling you on the building.

Chapter 6
Arm Yourself for Negotiation

Don’t be sold— be smart. Ask, and ask, and ask again.
So, with the effective rate in hand and all your terms laid
out in an easy dashboard format, it’s time to negotiate.
Read on for some tips.
Follow us:
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4 Factors for negotiating:
Timing

Concessions

Lease occupancy directly affects when the landlord receives
their rent, and they want this as soon as possible. If you can
move in fast, try to negotiate free rent. Landlords almost
always have at least 2 months priced into a 5-year deal.

Free rent is an easy one, but tenant improvements can be
tricky. Lucky, we don’t negotiate our allowance until we have
an accurate understanding of costs, right?

Term
Length of lease goes back to our capitalization of a lease’s
income and long-term value. The longer, the better for a
landlord. The minimum they usually want to see is 3 years,
but if a space needs significant work, this could be 5-7.
Medical, try 10.
If you have a good understanding of your space and growth
needs, you can use the options we learned about to try to
sign the longest lease you can, with as much flexibility as
you can, with options, so you receive the benefit of maximum
concessions. Less than 5 years, and you’re going to get less,
concession-wise.

Ask for the landlord to cover everything if you’re signing
a 5-year deal. Especially if the improvements are pretty
standard and can be reused. Need glass and granite? Expect
to pay for that yourself.
If your changes cost even less than the quoted allowance
(you take the space as-is), ask them to reduce your rate,
since they already priced it in.
Lastly: doing a direct deal? Ask for the 2% you saved them on
the gross. Learn more in our brokers section.

Credit
This is an important one. The landlord sets terms based
upon their risk profile of you as a tenant. If they think you’re
going to struggle, they will be very tight on terms, push you
to sign personal guarantees for your lease, and ask for larger
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security deposits.

Concessions? My personal favorite is free rent.

Try to avoid this as much as possible and use your
business history and references to close the gap on
credit if you need help. If your credit is bad or just not
established, sorry, expect worse terms. You’ll be viewed
as riskier, and they’ll be less willing to make up-front
concessions that risk capital for a tenant they are not
sure will be successful enough to pay out the lease.

Why? The methodology is so sound. Every single day a
vacant space is empty, the landlord is bleeding, and the
listing representative is not making a commission. The
longer this goes on, the more motivated they’ll be to strike
a lease.

So, you may have noticed I skipped rate.
Not because I don’t think it’s important. It is, but it’s
far less important than getting your size right and
knowing your true effective rate. Use their gross rate as
a parameter, rather than the only factor, in your decisionmaking.
At Tenavox, remember we estimate the VoxRate for you.
Our estimated range is a combination of other tenant
comparables, market conditions, average quoted rates,
quality ratings, and more to give you some warmth and
convenience on individual buildings.
In combination with the leasing tool, I promise you as a
tenant myself, you’re ahead of 99% of tenants making
decisions in today’s commercial leasing.

If you have a sense of how long spaces have been sitting
on the market (usually at least 60 days), then you can start
asking for free rent. The term of your lease is valuable
here, too.

The longer the lease, the more free rent you
should ask for.
Be careful; they’ll always try to make your lease term
whatever the free rent is, plus their desired term (think 60
+ 2 months or something). That’s pretty standard, but be
aware.
Free rent knocks your effective rate way down. I.e. you’re
paying for 10 months instead of 12 in a scenario with 2
months of free rent.
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What about term? How long a
lease should you sign?
Well, the short answer is however
long you think the space can hold you
comfortably. The longer a deal you do,
the more concessions you’re likely to
receive. Try to avoid out-of-pocket costs
like tenant improvements, since the
landlord ultimately benefits from these
when you leave or grow. Force them to
put their dollars into their own buildings.

Term is very landlord-specific.
Some will allow 1-year deals, and some
won’t touch a lease that’s less than 7
years. Options can help you bridge the
gap.
Some will allow 1-year deals, and some
won’t touch a lease that’s less than 7
years. Options can help you bridge the
gap.
Skip ahead to our section on lease
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options to learn more about how space
planning and lease options can make the
world an easier place for your business’s
growth.
Other concessions to focus on are
tenant improvement allowance,
commencement dates, parking spaces,
and more. We’ll discuss these in
individual chapters later on.
There’s another side to knowing what
you should pay for a lease as well, and
that is proper budgeting based on your
business use. We’ll discuss that next.
Space costs vary widely from industry
to industry and market-to-market.
However, we have aggregated a lot of
this data and, with a little help from you,
can give you a reasonable assessment
of how much of your business’s annual
expenditures should be dedicated to
rent.

Letters of intent
Once you have narrowed down your top
3-4 options, it is time to start getting into
the nitty gritty.

With Tenavox, you already know
your best building matches and
what the range of a good deal is.
Here is where you should start seeing
the fabled “letters of intent” from
landlords (usually their broker or
representative).
Letters of intent outline the business
terms of a lease. They are shorter
documents that are used to build the
schedules and business points of a
larger lease document. This should not
be skipped. You are not ready to move
to a lease yet.
We still need to know what a good deal
is and isn’t, right?
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So, collect letters of intent (which are really just landlord
offers) and start your space planning process. Do not
negotiate yet— we’re still collecting variables.

This is very common in Gross leases and most NNN leases.
However, in some NET leases a tenant may have their own
HVAC or plumbing systems for a toilet, sink, etc.

Refer to our Space Planner, get accurate bids, and
make sure you know your space costs.

What’s great for landlords is that you are responsible for
these items, since they are in you space.

Now we can start dialing in on what is and isn’t a good deal.

This makes sense after a certain period of time, as you don’t
know how a tenant may treat a system. However, upon lease
execution these systems should be warrantied for a period of
time.

Additional responsibilities
you need to know about

This makes sense after a certain period of time, as you don’t
know how a tenant may treat a system. However, upon lease
execution these systems should be warrantied for a period of
time.

A note on responsibilities: Leases can be incredibly complex,
particularly in a shared office building with common area
items (a common HVAC system, common restrooms,
elevators, etc.).

It’s absolutely not acceptable to sign a lease and to
be required in 3 months to buy a new AC unit.

If one of these systems fails and requires replacement, this is
billed as a capital improvement to all tenants and depreciated
over time (usually 10/15 years) so that tenants don’t get a
huge bill at once.

This is common in smaller business parks and assets with no
major common systems. It doesn’t mean you should not be
asking for an inspection and a warranty for these systems if
you are going to be responsible for it directly.
Ask these questions and save serious money down the road.
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How about common areas? Who pays for these?
Well, that’s a little more complicated. The simple answer is
that common area maintenance (landscaping, janitorial, etc.)
is included in the expense portion of your rent. You pay for it.
However, it gets even more tricky, and a little diabolical.

Enter the Common Area Factor!
This applies only to traditional office buildings that share
common areas (lobbies, elevators, bathrooms). Retail centers
do not usually have these available, but if they do (malls, for
example) you are paying extra for these.
It’s either an additional expense item or the more popular of
the 2 accounting screw jobs: the “factor”.

What is the factor?
So, what is this factor? It’s literally the percentage of common
space out of the total space. 15-18% is pretty common for a
standard office building in a multi-tenant floor.
What does this mean for you? It means you get less space
than you think.
If you go to lease 1,000 SF and the building has a common
factor of 15%, you’re getting 85% of that 1,000 SF. So, you get
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850 SF, and you’re PAYING for the other 150 SF. That’s the
factor.
Don’t ask me why it exists; just plan for it and negotiate your
space needs with this in mind. You will be paying for more
space than you can exclusively use. But, hey, bathrooms are
useful, too.

What about commencement?
So, what you’re most concerned about here is rent
commencement. You’ll almost always pay the first month’s
rent when you sign a lease, but when is it applied? It should
not be applied until your space is ready to occupy, and you
move in.
A general or lease commencement date may be closely tied
to your execution date or delivery of important documents
and approvals (like a permit).
Be clear on this, up front. Just ask when your rent becomes
applicable.
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4 Factors for negotiating
Expansion option:
This one is first because it’s my favorite. It’s a simple one as
well. This is a written-out, agreed-to and executed plan for
growth attached to your lease.
It is typically attached as a rider or an amendment to your
core lease document and allows for you as a tenant to
exercise your option, based on certain timing or triggers that
may occur during your term.
Here is an example. Let’s say you sign a lease for 2,500 SF
on the 3rd floor of an office building, and it is a 5-year term.
There may be a space directly adjacent (attached) to yours
that is coming available in 2 years. Oftentimes, if that current
tenant chooses to vacate or is known to want to leave, a
landlord will be willing to give you an option to expand into
that space.
The rate and business points usually mirror the tenets of your
current lease and provide for an extension of term, with some
tenant allowance and rate adjustments where necessary.
The key is that these are negotiated on the front end, so
once you choose to exercise your option, the space is yours.
It’s then just a matter of build out and occupancy (if any is

required). This provides you with budgeting value (prediction
of increased space costs) and savings up front, since you do
not occupy or pay rent on the space now. Neat, huh?
Now, let’s get a little more granular.

Rights of First offer/Refusal:
These go hand in hand with expansion options, but are often
a little more vacuous in nature. While they can be tied to your
current lease terms, sometimes they are left open, since
a specific space is not necessarily identified (unlike in an
expansion option).
The idea here is you have a right (one-time or ongoing) to
match other potential lease offers on the space(s) around you
in the building.
In a right of first offer, you will be presented with a bona
fide letter of intent from an interested party of the space(s)
adjacent or identified within your ROFO lease amendment.
Typically, you have a short period of time (3-10 business
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days) to match this offer and sign a lease extension/
amendment for the space.
Yes, the tenant who made the bona fide offer is left in the
cold, but a good landlord has let them know about your right
far in advance to avoid getting any hopes up.
If you choose not to exercise your option, that tenant receives
the space, and your right goes away. Landlords are then
free to lease it without asking you for any matching, offer, or
rights.
One caveat: if you negotiate an ongoing right of first offer, the
landlord has to ask you every time they want to lease adjacent
spaces or spaces that are identified in your lease amendment.
It’s powerful stuff that’s usually only reserved for the biggest
tenants. But, hey, no harm in asking.
So, what is a right of first refusal? Basically, the same thing as
first offer. You have the right to match the offer or “refuse” the
other party that wants to lease the space.
The same principles above apply, taxonomy be damned.
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Termination options:
Let’s get something simple out of the way first: landlords hate
termination options.
Asking for this is like bringing uranium to the party— it’s going
to make the entire negotiation radioactive.
A termination option is a lease amendment/rider that allows a
tenant to notice the landlord of their intent to terminate their
lease and then vacate the space with no further obligations.
You can see why this is problematic.
Landlords do something we call “capitalization” of your lease
in order to figure out what the long-term value of your rent
obligations are.
Income is the way the vast majority of commercial real estate
is assessed and purchased. Assets are purchased on what we
usually refer to as “Cap Rates”, which are indicative of what
an investor (or group of investors) believe their CAP Rates are
a sliding scale of risk and return. Investors will accept much
lower yields in return for much lower risk.
In the example above, that small retail center would likely
have local credit tenants and be in an average market
condition.
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Whereas, if we wanted to purchase a long-term leased
AAA center, think Starbucks, Chipotle, or Verizon, we can
reasonably assume the risks of receiving that rent are much
lower. They are massive, established businesses and have
proven rent payments in the billions of dollars.

This is because when the tenant leaves, a landlord may very
well incur costs, commissions, new tenant allowances, etc.
So, they actually discount the value of the lease, and now the
income is lower.
If the income is lower, the building is worth less.

Leasing to those level of national-credit tenants on long
leases, the same center may be priced at a 5% CAP. If we were
willing to accept a 5% return, we would pay $2,000,000.00 for
the very same center.

So, if you negotiate a termination option, you’re stepping on
the biggest toes a landlord needs— income and capitalization,
which directly affects their value.

So, now that we know credit, risk, and yield are all very closely
related, you have a better understanding of how a landlord
looks at your lease. They are balancing those very same
factors.
Credit/Term/Rent play the biggest roles in capitalization for
a lease. Very frankly, landlords assume you will pay rent on
time and throughout the term, so they tell other investors
and lenders that they can expect to make a return on that
expected rent to collect.
Now, back to termination. If they are capitalizing a 5-year, that
is pretty standard stuff. It is the market for being able to start
capitalizing leases. Anything less than that, and investors or
lenders (in refinance or finance situations) do not give owners
or landlords full credit for the lease on the books.

For example, let’s say you negotiate a year 3 (month 36)
termination option on a 5-year, the landlord will only get credit
for 3 years of that deal once it’s time to sell or refinance.
You can see how this is not their favorite cup of tea. That
all being said (and we said a lot there), you should know a
termination option is a super powerful tool for a tenant.
Having the ability to get out of a lease you know you will
outgrow is amazing. It’s also going to cost you a lot in upfront
negotiations, notice periods, and eventual termination fees.
They will charge you (months and months of rent) for the
right to get out, along with any unamortized lease costs.
Yes, that’s the unamortized lease commissions and tenant
allowances they haven’t fully realized.
You will see these up front if you shoot for a termination
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option. And, look carefully— a termination option will often
cost you almost as much as just paying out the lease. Like I
said, landlords hate them.

Security deposits and letters of credit (bank enforceable
security deposits) are best and give both parties budgetary
consideration and recourse paths up front.

Good Guy clauses:

If things go wrong, the less confusion, the better. Attorneys
and certified financial professionals can help here.

Good guy clauses allow a tenant and landlord to cooperate if
a tenant’s business fails.
In these scenarios, typically a tenant (personal guarantor,
usually, or letter of credit) agrees upon a fixed period of short
rent to pay while the landlord is given adequate notice to
release the space.
It can reduce security deposits and guarantees in some
cases, as well.
The idea is to create a structure for the 2 parties to work
together. No one wants a bankruptcy, and the landlord does
not want a non-paying tenant. This helps set the stage for
amicable solutions.

Optional Letter of credit/Security deposits:
If your credit isn’t up to snuff or is so good you can dictate
terms, you may consider alternative security deposit
structures like the one above. I personally hate the personal
guarantee, because it’s difficult to enforce.

Contraction option:
This is the same as expansion, but in reverse. These will
usually cost you money to exercise, since the landlord is
losing the value they counted on.
While somewhat useful, the preferred route is almost always
a sublease or assignment. Funny how that leads nicely into...

Sublease & Assignment:
So, you know you’re going to grow, but the landlord can’t or
won’t give you an expansion right, a ROFO, or a termination
option.
So, what happens if you outgrow a space or need to leave the
building to accommodate your business?
Well, this is where options go away and the core lease has
some functionality built into it.
Follow us:
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Beware: we now enter the world of sublease and assignment.
Abandon all hope, all ye who enter here. No, seriously; these
are useful, but a pain to exercise. So, let’s do some more basic
definitions first.
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If you’re not sure how much space your
organization really needs, start with our Tenant
Estimator here at Tenavox!
The tenant estimator allows you to estimate how much office
space you need by employee, style of space you prefer, and
potential layouts.
Landlords typically offer some initial planning done by an
architect, as well. These will be more accurate than an
estimate and will allow you to see how your space would
really lay out on paper. They can also serve as an initial guide
for contractors to price.
Make sure you have the architect add all the items you
consider to be important into this plan so they are accurately
priced. If this is not done, there can be confusion during the
process.

Space planning
So, you are ready to do some space planning?

Note that these initial space plans are not final, hard bid
plans. Those require what are called CDs, or construction
drawings, and are done after lease execution, as they are
quite detailed and costly.
A contractor will use these as a full blueprint for your space
construction, as opposed to their initial bid. Although initial
bids are usually quite accurate, they are not the final word.
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Until you have CDs and a hard bid, you should
never start construction on your space. That’s how
surprises occur.

It is not uncommon for tenants to contribute to their space
construction, but rent, TI, and concessions (such as free rent
periods and allowances) are all heavily intertwined.

These costs come out of what we call TI, or a tenant
improvement allowance.

Leverage our team at Tenavox to help connect with great
qualified vendors, from furniture, to architects, to brokers, and
beyond. Every qualified vendor is hand-vetted by our team and
rated by our community. Contact us to find out more!

They vary market-to-market and space to space, but it is
an allowance a landlord will provide towards the finished
construction of a space. It also includes a PSF number,
typically.
Be sure to negotiate this after you have an initial bid to
ensure you have a good idea of costs before agreeing to a TI
allowance number.
For example, it can cost upwards of $65/PSF to finish a space
from shell, with standard building finishes in a construction
budget. A landlord initially may only quote $50 or $40 PSF and
expect tenants to pay the rest.

Use the market knowledge gained here on Tenavox
and with your representatives to make sure the
landlord is contributing a fair number.

Read on for a checklist on space planning that we
recommend reviewing.
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1 Amount of space

3 Planning

Find out how much space you actually need. Consult our
Space Estimator to give yourself a really good understanding
of your employee space dynamics. This affects costs way
more than rate, so know this space need inside and out.

Now, we plan. Engage the services of a space planning
professional. Architects that focus on interior commercial
build-outs are key. Your cousin who has an eye for drapes
is not appropriate. Landlords often provide 1 free space
planning session.

2 Type of space
Assuming you have found some spaces you like, you need
to assess what type of space you’re looking at (shell or 2nd
generation).
Shell space:
This is space that has never been built out. It is usually a
cold, dark shell. Meaning nothing in the space has been
installed, such as HVAC, electrical, walls, or paint. It is a
blank canvas.
2nd generation:
I say 2nd, though it could be 10th. Basically, this means the
space does have improvements already built out. It should
have walls, electrical, HVAC, and cabling already included.
This is space you want to make changes to, but does not
require you to build from scratch.

If not, I recommend paying for one. Costs run $0.10 - $0.15
PSF for a space plan. Have a good understanding of how
you want your space to function, the flow, and whether you
have room for all employees now and during the lease term.
If not, it’s time to look at a bigger (or smaller) space and do
another plan. Your space should work for you, not the other
way around.

4 Improvements
Start with a wishlist for improvements. Get bids for the work
you want to have completed. Often provided by landlords or
their reps/contractors, you should expect to see no less than
3 competitive bids in a matrix fashion, breaking down the
line items and costs for the work.
While the landlord has ultimate control over who does
the work, cost negotiations are fair game. If they are not
providing bids, that’s a red flag.
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5 Time
With a good understanding of size needs, a solid space plan,
and 3 competitive bids, it’s time to talk about time.
Shell conditions can take upwards of 180 days to build out.
They include permitting, planning, and extensive construction
drawings, depending on your local municipality.
If you want something simple, such as moving one wall and
adding some paint/carpet, your build out could be as few as
15 days and require no permit.
Now is the time to require the contractors to give you a
construction timeline. If they cannot, move on from them.

6 Tweaks
Let’s make changes, reduce costs, and ask questions. It’s
also time to figure out who is paying for cabling and data
needs (usually not included in a bid) and make sure the
costs reflect your budget. This stage involves tightening up
the bids and finalizing them. Is the landlord providing an
allowance here? Will they turnkey the space?
Turnkey:
Refers to a build out where the landlord agrees to build
a space to fit an attached space plan to the lease and
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incur all costs. This is a simpler way to do things, but less
transparent.
The landlord could potentially save money in the bids
and deliver the space more cheaply, thus pocketing the
difference.
It’s better to just know the costs and the allowance given,
and make sure they match. If you change things after the
lease is signed, that’s going to be on you to pay.

7 Agreement
Agree and attach the final bid, timeline, and construction
documentation (legal riders) to the lease itself. This should
not be up in the air or confusing.
If you make 0 changes to these plans after the fact, the costs
should not change, and you should be able to budget for any
overages you’re responsible for now. No surprises.

8 Build out
You should receive regular updates on the construction, and
if any approvals are needed on your part, you will receive
documentation and signatures required. Again, no surprises
here.
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If things are taking longer, lean on your property manager
and construction manager. If things are getting out of hand,
hopefully you’ve taken our advice in lease negotiations
and have recourse for space that isn’t delivered timely or
correctly.
See our section on Lease Negotiations for more on this.

9 Punch list and occupy
You should receive a walkthrough with a punch list. Clean
up anything that needs fixing and then sign off. This is your
last chance— once you sign the acceptance of premises, it’s
all on you. At this point, if there are any overages, you will be
paying for them.
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holding the bag for not paying your contractors. It will put
you in immediate monetary default and jeopardize your
lease.
Know what you’re getting into by managing your own
construction. My recommendation? It’s their building, so
use the steps above, and let them take on the headache of
construction. You’ve got a business to run.
So, that’s the recommended process for construction and
space planning. Let’s start talking Lease Negotiations.

Quick note on payments and timing: If you choose to use
your own contractor, you will likely be responsible for
payments, deposits, and timing of these within your lease
documentation. It’s a big responsibility.
You will need to pay on time and in full. After the completion
of the work, the landlord will then reimburse you for
allowances.
You’ll also need your contractor to be fully licensed, bonded,
and to execute lien waivers for most professional landlords.
They are not going to let you make them responsible for

Follow us:
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An attorney will make sure you understand the very real legal
implications of what you’re doing. Just because you pay rent
does not guarantee that you will have a fair lease.
Once you have an agreed to LOI and a space plan, you will
receive a lease draft. This is a landlord document, and it will
not be in your favor.
An attorney will negotiate and rewrite provisions on your
behalf, so the document has a fair and actionable starting
point if any issues arise down the road.

If you need help selecting a qualified CRE attorney
in your submarket, contact us. We have some great
partners who can assist you.

Attorney lease review
Do not skip this. I cannot urge you enough to use a qualified
commercial real estate attorney to review your document and
negotiate the provisions of your lease. Brokers cannot and do
not give legal advice, and neither should you or I.

An attorney is an essential component in making
sure a very landlord-favored document becomes
fair.

I have heard more horror stories than I count from cocky
business owners who skip this and then get crushed by
their landlord and representatives for not understanding the
document they just signed.
You are educated, you are empowered, but you are not a
commercial real estate attorney (unless you are; then you
folks, and only you folks, can skip this. Also contact us to
become a recommended partner in your market for our
tenants).
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Your lease is better than almost every lease in your
building.
The reason I know this is because Tenavox is pretty darn
new, so you’re one of the first tenants to take the power back.
Kickass.
So, let’s talk turkey. What happens now? Well, you can refer to
our construction section if you need improvements— all that’s
covered there.
At this point, you’re very likely to change contact points.
You’ve probably been dealing with a commercial listing broker,
and now you’ll be transitioned to a property manager. They
both work for the owner.

You signed your lease. Now
what?
So, you finally did it. You followed the steps, read the guide,
used the platform, and empowered yourself with VoxRatings,
reviews, and tools to help interpret lease terms. Now you have
an executed lease. Big pat on the back.

So, what does a property manager do?
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Property managers
Property managers have the shittiest jobs.
I say that from experience. It’s thankless, fruitless labor,
where they often only interact with people when they need
something fixed, have a problem, a question, or cannot honor
one of their lease terms.
It’s customer service in a dark dark hole. The reason I say this
is because I want you to pity them. 99% of tenants are not
as enlightened as those of you who have used Tenavox and
understand your lease, its terms, and its responsibilities fully.
Most tenants are walking into a snowstorm with a paper plate
of white rice and looking for any color they can find.
Property managers are constantly handling problems, issues,
and questions that exist through no fault of their own.
If a listing broker fails to adequately explain something, or if a
tenant fails to read a lease provision, the property managers
take the brunt of that frustration, every day and without fail.
It’s the most common problem in the industry for existing
tenants.
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So, how do we interact with these folks and solve
this? Well, you have already helped by knowing your
lease better and making an informed decision.
However, things do happen during a lease term that are
unavoidable realities.
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Issues that can happen to you
Here are some examples of issues that can occur:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Here are some examples of issues that can occur:
Issues with your space (lighting, electricity, noise,
construction)
Issues with the building (outdated common area, failing
systems)
Poor management (bad handling of tenant needs,
unresponsive)
Poor ownership (default on note, disrepair, and capital
issues)
Harassment, misappropriation of rents, legal disputes, and
the list goes on and on.

So, what do you do?
Well, the first place to start is with this property manager. It is
literally their job to solve these types of problems. If they are
good at their job they can solve some of them.
However, remember they do not own the building. They
cannot solve institutional failures.

They make recommendations to the ownership, but
that ultimate decision lies with the ownership.
Fixing that broken common lobby, striping that parking lot,
updating those bathrooms, all ownership. So, instead of
blaming the property manager, let’s put the blame where it
belongs: on the ownership.
I can tell you from experience, property managers do their
best to deliver feedback and issues to ownerships; however,
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unless there is an emergency, things are rarely fixed up front
or in advance of failures. Let’s help the property manager
make the case. How? By using our reviews.
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How Tenavox can help solve
problems
Consider this. A landlord has an aging HVAC system and has
been reticent to replace it. Instead, they’ve been repairing
it haphazardly for years. Now it has failed and the tenants
are being asked to take responsibility for this failure through
increase of expenses.
While legal, this is not ethically right. The landlord should have
made other tenants, prospective tenants, and current tenants
aware of this potential increase in cost to them, and they
could have negotiated more mindfully.

Now, let’s level the playing field and set the next
negotiations up in the tenants’ favor.
I told you Tenavox would be there for you, and I
meant it.
For information on who can make reviews, visit our FAQ.
Here are the basics: anyone with basic information on their
commercial lease can make a review— the lease decision
makers! So, let’s make better decisions together.

On the next page is an example of a review and collaboration
of tenants who solved that very issue. The landlord was held
accountable for their failures, and the tenants were more
empowered because of this. The property manager feels
relieved because the problem is solved, and the landlord now
has a building that serves its tenants more effectively.
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A

Tenant A
May 2017
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C

“I just want to thank you for finally solving the HVAC issues, and although
I did not like the increase in expenses, I understand the improvements
were necessary. When considering a renewal in this building, I would highly
recommend budgeting for increases in annual expenses— the building is
older.”

“After repeated attempts over the past 3 years to have my spaces HVAC
improved I have given up and decided to consider legal action to exit my
lease. It is clear this Landlord is not interested in working with tenants. My
space has been over 85 degrees for most of the summer and is unworkable.
I do not care what the lease said, this is just plain wrong.”

L

Landlord Property Manager A
May 2017
“Thank you for your comment. Be assured we have made multiple
indications of this problem to the owner of 123 Main Street. We hear
you and understand the frustrations. I would be happy to discuss some
individual options with you regarding fans and separate cooling solutions if
you contact me directly.”

D

Tenant A
July 2017
“I want to thank Property Manager “” for working on this problem. She had
the Landlord install a window unit into our space, which does not solve
everyone’s issue, but did solve mine.”

Tenant D
October 2017
“Great comment and +1, I just renewed and got a month of free rent, which
covers the increase in expenses.”

E
A

Tenant C
September 2017

Tenant E
November 2017
“Just moved in myself; good work, tenants!”

L

Landlord Property Manager A
December 2017
“Thank you all for your responses and comments. We look forward to
making our building a great home for your business moving forward.”

B

Tenant B
July 2017
“Exactly! It solved Tenant A’s issue, but our space has the same problem.
When will this be fixed?”

L

Landlord Property Manager A
August 2017
“Due to the increased interest from tenants on this building’s HVAC
issues, we have made the recommendation for a full replacement, and the
ownership has agreed. The work will begin within the next 15 days and
finish end of August.”

Follow us:
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The power of reviews and crowdsourcing of issues compels
landlords and their representatives to solve problems, answer
questions, and overall be more accountable for their assets.

Use Tenavox to make sure you have the great lease
experience you deserve.

Be happy
Well, I hope this guide has served you well. It is not the endall-be-all of commercial leasing, but hopefully it provides
you with the tools, resources, and information to do what we
really want for all commercial tenants and businesses: Make
the best lease decision possible.

You deserve respect, transparency and quality from your
landlord and their representatives, no matter your size and no
matter your business.

Here at Tenavox, we’re constantly finding ways to improve
ourselves and help our community. It would be of great help
if you can email us and let us know what you liked (or didn’t
like) about this book, so we can make improvements going
forward.

We at Tenavox believe deeply in the power of good
communication, fairness, accountability, and trust. We hope
this book has helped you find happiness in your commercial
lease and given you the tools and resources to make a great
lease decision for your business.

Remember, while a commercial landlord may make
you feel small and unimportant, know that you are
neither.

Thank you for reading.
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Glossary of Common Commercial Real Estate Terms
Office buildings can typically be found
in single story low-rises, multi-story
mid-rises, multi-story high-rises, or
professional business parks. Office
buildings are used for corporate
purposes and have no or very little
distribution or warehousing capabilities.

Mixed-use is really a different category
of real estate, separate from Flex.
In the real estate sense, it’s most
commonly multiple uses within one
project. Residential, Office, and a Retail
component, or some combination of the
3.

Retail assets are located in buildings or
centers which are built with customers
and sales in mind. Walk-up, glass
storefronts are typical in a retail location,
along with many parking amenities for
customers.

Parking Ratio: The number of spaces
allocated in a garage or surface lot per
1,000 S.F. of Rental space leased. Be
aware that parking is typically quoted in
this format, not by number of spaces.
In a typical office building, 3/1,000 is
a common quote, meaning for every
1,000 square feet (S.F.) you lease, you
are allocated 3 common, unreserved
spaces.

Industrial tenants are located in
commercial space built around storage,
distribution, manufacturing, or a
combination of these needs.
Flex, in the real estate sense, is really a
category of real estate that combines
2 traditional uses— most commonly
Office/Industrial or Industrial/Office.

PSF: Per Square Foot.
CAM: Common Area Maintenance. A
portion of expenses dedicated to the
costs and upkeep of certain common
spaces within a building or center. These

can include parking lots, green areas,
lobbies, bathrooms and more.
CAF: Common Area Factor. You will see
CAF in relation to size almost exclusively
with office leases. The landlord will
charge a CAF in a building with lobbies,
common bathrooms, elevators, etc.
This can be up to 20%, depending on
the efficiency of the building. This adds
cost to you (in the form of less useable
space per dollar) and is typically non
negotiable.
Operating Expenses/OPEX. The
aggregate costs of the building on an
annual basis, usually distilled into a PSF/
YR Format (i.e. $10.00 PSF/YR). They
can and likely do include everything
it takes to run the building, from
property taxes, insurance, management,
maintenance, repairs, janitorial,
landscaping and more. Note: Leasing
commissions, partnership costs, loan
costs or other financial measures of
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running a building are usually (and
should be) excluded from OPEX.
Property Management: A third-party
company engaged by the landlord or
ownership to manage the finances, daily
maintenance, and needs of the tenants.
Management Fee: Usually 3-5% of
Gross annual rents of a building. This
is included in the expenses the tenants
pay.
Brokerage: A firm that represents
property, tenants, buyers, sellers, and
entities in their real estate needs. This
firm should be licensed by the state in
which they operate as a “broker”.
Agent: An employee or contractor of a
brokerage. Also licensed by the state
but at a lower level (cannot hire and
train other agents below them without
a broker license). In Commercial Real
Estate you will see these terms used
interchangeably, but it’s good to know
the difference.
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Leasing Agent: Represents the property
owner and the property exclusively in
the transaction and interests. These are
fiduciary definitions and are key.
Tenant Agent: Represents the tenant
exclusively in their real estate needs
as its fiduciary. This agreement must
me made and agreed to in writing to be
enforceable and valid.
Landlord: Property owner/entity or
assigned representative of a larger
group that owns many properties. They
have the exclusive authority to sign the
lease.
Tenant: That’s you! The business
or entity in need of lease space in a
commercial property.
Executive Suite: A smaller than average
office, usually less than 500 S.F. that can
be leased on a temporary basis. Useful
for growing companies that cannot
commit to a larger lease with a longer
term. Includes amenities often, such
as kitchen, copy services and mail but

costs are in excess of market averages
PSF due to the size.
Coworking: Even smaller than an
executive suite, can be leased a per
desk basis, sometimes daily as well.
Maximum flexibility in commitment for
unsure or newer organizations.
TI/Allowance: Refers to Tenant
Improvements, or Build-out (Fit-out).
Usually in reference to an allowance
which provides a value to the tenant by
the landlord in exchange for their lease
commitment to alter or improve the
space’s interior condition or layout.
Lease: A binding legal contract signed
by a landlord and a tenant. Can be
long and extensive. Requires the look
of a qualified real estate attorney to
negotiate and review.
Build-out: The act of altering a space via
construction. Needs to be completed by
a licensed and bonded professional in
any commercial property.
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Gross Rent: The tenant’s total monthly
financial obligations to a landlord for
leasing the space.
Base Rent: The portion of the rent that
is negotiable. This is the landlord’s
market or quoted monthly financial
costs for a lease.
Rate: The rent in a PSF/YR or PSF/
Month quote format.
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timing need to be defined as part of this
option agreement.
Renewal Option: An option to renew
a lease at either a pre-negotiated rate
or agreed to increase schedule for a
defined term.
Contraction Option: Right to return or
“give back” space during the term of a
lease.

Controllable Expenses: Excludes taxes,
insurance and most big items but can
be used on things like management
fee, advertising, etc. An attorney can
help define these. Usually a good idea
is to try and cap these increases on
controllable at a maximum of 3-5% per
year.
Lease Options: Pre-defined and
negotiated rights by a party to execute
something in the future during a lease
term. Usually expansion, renewal, etc.
Expansion Option: Right to expand a
space during the term. Rate, size and
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